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Lebara welcomes new customers with double data volume 
 

Mobile Internet in XXL format: Anyone who opts for one of ten tariffs between 6 

April and 30 June 2021 will receive a surf bonus as a welcome gift and double 

the data volume in the Komplett M tariff 

Düsseldorf, 07 April 2021 - Whether actively out and about due to the sunny spring 

weather or particularly involved at home due to home office and home-schooling - the 

data volume plays a particularly important role for many people to be connected, 

especially right now. This is precisely why the prepaid specialist Lebara has designed 

its tariffs in such a way that new customers receive that little bit extra for mobile surfing 

on the Internet for a limited time. With the aim of supporting them as best as possible 

in the beautiful and currently also challenging things. 

From 6 April to 30 June 2021, there is a special promotion with the leading provider for 

calls to other countries: With a total of ten tariffs, Lebara is giving its new customers 

data volumes of up to 6 GB. The benefits for users of the Komplett M tariff is particularly 

impressive: Here, every new customer receives double the data volume, i.e. 10 GB 

instead of the usual 5 GB, as well as 250 free minutes to other countries (50 countries) 

for the price of €19.99 for 4 weeks. 

All tariffs are always valid for four weeks and include the additional free data volume. 

The Komplett S Flat, Komplett M, Komplett L and Komplett XL tariffs even include an 

Allnet-Flat to all German networks and free minutes to 50 countries. The special thing 

about all the tariffs that are available to choose from: Customers benefit from the best 

D-network quality including LTE and the whole thing without any contractual 

obligations. 

Pay only once, surf twice as much mobile 

Anyone who registers a new number as a new customer by 30 June will benefit from 

this attractive offer. As the tariffs have a term of four weeks as always, the offer can be 

extended several times within the promotional period if desired - always with the extra 

data volume on top. 

“Whether social media, instant messaging or classic internet surfing - we want to give 

our customers the opportunity to use the most important communication channels on 

the move without limiting themselves because of the data volume,” explains Clas Jepp, 

Managing Director, at Lebara. “That’s why we’ve put together a comprehensive 

https://mobile.lebara.com/de/en/


 
 

package of ten different value-for-money tariffs from which each customer can choose 

the one that best suits their individual requirements.” 

The tariffs have been available since yesterday at all Lebara retail partners 

nationwide and online at the following link: 

https://mobile.lebara.com/de/en/prepaid/aktion/mehr-daten 

 

 
About Lebara: Prepaid Telephony for Global Citizens in Germany 

Lebara is the universal brand for people whose families, friends, colleagues and business 

partners are spread across several countries. Lebara helps them to stay connected across 

borders, generations and cultures. Founded in 2001, the Lebara Group has developed over 

the past few years into an established telecommunications provider in five European countries. 

Lebara's products are easy to understand and very competitively priced, making it easy for 

customers to stay in touch with their international families and friends - simpler and cheaper 

than ever before. In Germany, Lebara markets prepaid SIM cards with no contractual 

obligations, which are particularly suitable for making cheap calls to other countries. 

Customers can book monthly tariff packages with Allnet-Flat and data volume according to 

their needs and wishes. 

More information under www.lebara.de 
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